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The Picturesque
Aesthetic of
Photography Club
Kayla Gray
Staff Writer
Picture this:
You are walking on a trail. Your hands clasp
around the lens of a camera; a finger hovers above the
button, ready for the perfect shot. You stride with
anticipation knowing you have the power to freeze a
picturesque moment in time.
Adventures like these are the essence of
Photography Club here at New Hartford
Senior High School.
Photo taken by Avery Walters.
Every Wednesday during lunch, students
meet in Room 153 for Photography Club. President Noah Love and Vice President Kayla Gray run meetings alongside Mrs. Cooper, the
club advisor. These meetings are dedicated to planning future photography escapades, sharing photos, and learning new camera techniques.
The lovely Mrs. Cooper has been the long-time advisor for Photography Club. She is ecstatic to be advising once again this year.
“I have had an ongoing love affair with photography since graduating from high school. It is a privilege to be able to meet with students
each week who share my obsession,” exclaims Mrs. Cooper.
Noah Love, the president of Photography Club, also expressed enthusiasm for this year’s club.
“I'm excited for movie nights and field trips and New York City again. Whatever adventure we go on, I know it'll be a fun time and I'll
get to take some great pictures,” says Love.
Photography Club is home to a variety of entertaining activities and trips. On October 28th, students will be hiking - or horseback
riding - alongside Psychology Club to take photos of Highland Forest in Fabius, NY. Occasionally, Photography Club hosts movie nights
after school.
continued on next page
One of the most exciting photography escapades is the New York City trip.
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Photography, continued from previous page

Last year, Photography and French Club members took a coach bus to the city. Upon arrival, French Club went to the Museum of
Modern Art, while Photography took a stroll through Central Park. For lunch, both clubs ate at an exquisite French restaurant within New
York City. After lunch, both Photography Club and French Club visited the Cloisters - a castle-like museum featuring European architecture
- to top off their riveting trip.
This year’s New York City trip is scheduled for a weekend in April. The day-trip is estimated to cost approximately $150 per student.
It is unclear what part of New York City will be explored this year, but students, such as Kayla Viti, a senior, are looking forward to
going to New York City with Photography Club.
“I am very excited about our trip to New York City. It’s one of my favorite places and I can’t wait to go with my friends,” says Viti.
Photography Club also participates in the PTSA Reflections competition. Last year, the club won against other classes and clubs for
submitting the most entries to the Photography category. Some students’ artwork even went onto Regionals.
That leaves one question: Why should you join Photography Club?
“People should join if they enjoy taking pictures, if they want to do something to take their minds off of school or the stress of everyday
life, if they enjoy hanging out with their peers or just want to try out a club or find something to do during lunch on Wednesdays. There are
so many reasons to join I'd tell people to just try it out. I guarantee they won't regret it!” exclaims Noah Love.
Photography Club is perfect for people who love capturing the many beautiful moments life has to offer. If you have an interest in
photography, then this club is the place to be on Wednesdays during lunch.
Photography Club is always accepting new members.

N. Love

K. Viti

K. Viti

K. Gray
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The Sights of Photography Club

J. Marhamati
S. Berntson

N. Farago

N. Love

K. Gray

N. Love
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Feature
New Hartford Government
Class Looks to Make a
Difference in Aiding the
Sierra Club
Tommy Mumau
Staff Writer

(Via Logopedia)
Do you ever wonder who makes it possible for us to drink
clean water? Or to enjoy a hike in beautiful areas such as the
Adirondacks? These are aspects of everyday life that we often
take for granted, but are the results of hard work by
conservationists. A group of conservationists that is largely
responsible for the beautiful environments we have across the
country today is the Sierra Club, and New Hartford students
have taken notice.
Mr. Bisaccia’s third block government class was recently
given the task of researching special interest groups, and came
across the Sierra Club during their research. This organization
caught the class’s eye because they were impressed by the strides
the club has made to preserve nature for the enjoyment of all.
The Sierra Club currently has 3.5 million members and
supporters, who aid in their mission to make our country a
cleaner and healthier place. They believe that a key step in this
mission is teaching the public to preserve our natural resources,
and respect the environment.
The club said in their mission statement that their goals are,
“To practice and promote the responsible use of the earth's
ecosystems and resources,” and , “To educate and enlist
humanity to protect and restore the quality of the natural and

human environment; and to use all lawful means to carry out
these objectives” (Via sierraclub.org).
The Sierra Club has certainly accomplished this by aiding
in “protecting millions of acres of wilderness to helping pass the
Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act, and Endangered Species
Act” (Via sierraclub.org).
The club’s work has been crucial in providing not only us,
but also animals with clean and safe environments to live in.
These tremendous accomplishments caught the attention of Mr.
Bisaccia’s third block class, and made them eager to get involved.
The class is currently planning different fundraisers to help the
Sierra Club continue their great work. The class wants to see
healthy, clean and safe environments for generations to come.
They believe that them raising awareness will be a step in the
right direction.
The class held two bake sales on October 24. Funds from the
bake sales will be donated to the Sierra Club to help them carry
out their goals. However, the class’s main goal is to raise
awareness for this organization among students in the school. To
learn more about the Sierra Club, please contact Mr. Bisaccia
and members of the class.

(Via Wikipedia)
To contact the Sierra Club directly, please visit:
https://www.sierraclub.org/home
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NEWS
present. There were four other people attending the get-together,
Kavanaugh included among them. Dr. Ford described being
shoved into an upstairs bedroom by an intoxicated Kavanaugh
and Mark Judge. She claimed Kavanaugh then collapsed on her
Brett Kavanaugh’s confirmation causes
and he allegedly attempted to remove her clothes and put his
hand over her mouth so she couldn’t scream. Dr. Ford stated that
extreme reactions from both sides
she believed Kavanaugh would inadvertently suffocate her to
Abigail Cahill
death. This account was detailed in a letter sent to Senator
Dianne Feinstein on July 30th. Dr. Ford asked for her accusations
No political pursuit has had so much controversy in recent
to remain confidential until she had the chance to talk to the
history since the 2016
senator in person.
election. As
As the public already
allegations sparked
knows, her allegations
protest, and protests
did not stay
sparked investigations,
confidential
Brett Kavanaugh’s
throughout the entire
ascent to the Supreme
process. On
Court has been
September 12th,
exhausting to all
reports of Dr. Ford’s
parties involved.
letter were leaked to
After three
the press although she
months of heated
is not mentioned by
debate, accusations,
name. The next day,
protests, and
Senator Feinstein sent
testimony— Supreme
the letter to begin a
Court nominee Brett
new background
Kavanaugh was
check on the nominee
confirmed by a 50-48
given the new
vote on October 6th,
Dr. Christine Blasey Ford sworn in before testimony: https://www.mprnews.org/story/
accusations.
Later that
2018/09/27/read-christine-blasey-ford-opening-statement-for-senate-hearing
making it one of the
week on September
closest votes in
16th, Dr. Ford came forward and agreed to an interview by The
American history.
Washington Post. In the following weeks, two other accusers came
The confirmation hearings began on September 4th when
forward accusing him of another account of sexual misconduct
Kavanaugh was interrogated about his character, his views of
and even being an accessory to gang rape.
presidential power, and his views about judicial precedent since
A hearing was held in response to Ford’s allegation on
many Democrats feared the Conservative nominee could possibly
September 27th. Both the accused and the accuser gave their
vote to overturn the historic decision of Roe v. Wade. Kavanaugh
testimony. Ford says with 100% certainty that Kavanaugh was
stated his strong belief in upholding judicial precedent, which
the one to attack her that summer night in 1982. Kavanaugh has
lessened fears about the historic case providing women with legal
completely denied the accusations and called it “revenge on
access to abortion being overturned.
behalf of the Clintons” as well as calling it a smear campaign
His confirmation has received backlash from the #MeToo
orchestrated by the Democrats.
movement after allegations regarding past sexual misconduct
Some New Hartford students aren’t just concerned about
were brought to light by Dr. Christine Blasey Ford. In her
the allegations, but Kavanaugh’s ability to be bipartisan.
statement, she describes being at a party where alcohol was
continued on next page

Supreme Court Shame or
Savior?
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Kavanaugh, continued from previous page

Brett Kavanaguh confirmed as the 114th Supreme Court Justice: http://
cuatower.com/2018/10/4185/
“I sincerely doubt that he’ll be able to put his partisanship
aside. He is incredibly conservative and I think he cares more about
backing his party and Trump than making decisions that benefit
the entire country,” Juliet Marhamati states.
There are people who believe Kavanaugh will be an impartial
judge.
“Through his former role as a federal judge he has
shown[himself] to be a very strong conservative and I think for the
most part he’ll realize that he is now part of a court that needs him
to recognize the views of others, rather than just overlooking them
for his own and making his decision. It may take time, but I believe
he’s capable of being an impartial judge,” junior class President
Anthony Rabbia states.
The day after the hearing, the Senate Judiciary Committee was
set to vote on the advancement of Kavanaugh’s nomination. The
decision was split down party-lines that is until Republican Senator
Jeff Flake of Arizona refused to vote. After listening to the concerns
of the people, he refused to vote for the advancement of
Kavanaugh’s nomination until an FBI investigation was conducted.
After the Senate Judiciary Committee agreed to these terms,
Senator Flake voted to advance the nomination.
The FBI completed their investigation on October 4th, a week
after the hearings. Many groups questioned the validity of the
investigation given that neither the accuser, the accused, or the
alleged witness were interviewed. The investigation found no
conclusive evidence that connects Kavanaugh to the accusations.

Several people who confirmed Kavanaugh stated that they believed
Dr. Ford was assaulted, but not by Kavanaugh.
On October 6th, the Senate voted on Kavanaugh’s
confirmation and two senators unexpectedly crossed party lines.
Democratic Senator Joe Manchin of West Virginia voted in favor
of Kavanaugh while Republican Senator Lisa Murkowski of
Alaska voted in opposition of Kavanaugh.
Trump’s nomination is an attempt to restore a conservative
majority Supreme Court that has been absent from the nation since
the 1930s. This sparked alarm from the left because while Justice
Anthony Kennedy was a conservative justice, he had left-leaning
tendencies and often was the most influential swing vote.
Justice Kennedy announced his retirement from the court on
June 27th, 2018 after thirty years of serving his nation. The
announcement was met with promise for Republicans and alarm
for Democrats as President Trump was now expected to nominate
a new Supreme Court Justice. He announced his nomination on
July 9th, choosing the 12-year member of the US Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia— Brett Kavanaugh.
Kavanaugh’s confirmation ceremony took place on October
8th at the White House. The previous day he had been sworn in by
Chief Justice John Roberts, making him the newest member on the
court of nine. Kavanaugh was expected to hear new cases with the
Supreme Court as early as the week after his confirmation.
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Dunkin employee fired after backlash arises
over mistreatment of innocent homeless man
Caroline Bonville, staff writer
In the United States alone, there are thousands of homeless people roaming the streets every day. There are many incidents that occur
daily in a homeless man's life that are humiliating and insulting, but a recent incident concerning a Dunkin Donuts employee and homeless
man sparked public outrage.
On October 2nd, 2018 Mr Dufresne walked into a Dunkin Donuts in Syracuse, New York where he often went to charge his phone so
he would be able to call his mother. This time as he laid his head in his hands to rest, a Dunkin worker threw a pitcher of water on him
while another stood nearby and filmed.
In an interview after this incident, Kimberly Wolak, the chief operating director at the Wolak Group which owns and operates this
particular Dunkin location, states, “We were extremely disturbed by the behavior of our employees captured in the video.”
In response, the Dunkin employee responsible for pouring the water, Shakeen Robbins was terminated immediately.
Later Robbins explained that after he poured the water, he regretted his actions.
“It was wrong, completely. I felt wrong as soon as I did it— I want to apologize to him,” Shakeen Robbins said in an interview with
Marnie Eisenstadt for Syracuse.com.
The remorse Robbins is currently experiencing has caused him to begin committing good acts of kindness.
In response to this horrible incident, Mr Breazeale a mechanic who saved the video of the water being poured before it got deleted,
launched a crowdfunding campaign for Mr Dufresne which ended up earning him $13,000.

Jeremy Dufresne (Homeless Man)
Video Evidence of the Event
http://spectrumlocalnews.com/nys/central-ny/
news/2018/10/01/dunkin-donuts-homelessShakeen Robbins (Dunkin Employee)
workers-dump-pitcher-water-sleeping-homeless- man-water-thrown-on-by-employee
man.html

http://spectrumlocalnews.com/nys/centralny/news/2018/10/01/dunkin-donutshomeless-man-water-thrown-on-by-employee
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Opinion
Are MLB Teams Justified in
Charging High Ticket
Prices?
Tommy Mumau
Staff Writer

(Via 94.7 WLS-FM)
Major League Baseball is winding down their postseason this
week, which also means that fans are winding down on paying
their outrageous ticket bills. This year’s MLB postseason is just
another reminder to fans that ticket prices are going up and up,
and are not coming back down.
The Yankees fall under this category not only on the
secondary ticket market, but also through their own sales on
Ticketmaster. Prior to the 2017 season, the Yankees implemented
a new pricing system called “dynamic pricing.”
This system is partly computerized, as it will increase or
decrease ticket prices as demand for that particular game
changes. Prices can also change, if the team feels that other
factors should cause the ticket prices to change.
“Price adjustments will be made in real-time based on
changing factors such as day of week, month, weather forecast,
and ticket demand,” states yankees.com.
The team has also made it clear to fans that their purpose in
implementing this system is to make ticket prices more fair for
fans. However, I have only seen price increases, rather than
decreases. For example, last postseason tickets in section 114A for
ALDS Game 3 were $150 each. While this postseason, tickets for
ALDS Game 3 in the same section were $456. In my opinion,
there is no reason why there should be this much of an increase
in prices.

I understand that, naturally, ticket prices increase over time.
That is inevitable. Also last year the Yankees played the
Cleveland Indians in the ALDS, while they are playing the
Boston Red Sox this year. That is also a valid reason for a price
increase. However, all of these factors do not justify a $356
increase. After all, they are the same seats, for the same round
and game of the playoffs. In my opinion, the value of the tickets
has not increased more than $30 - $40 over the past year. The
only aspect of the tickets that makes them more valuable is that
they are playing their rival, the Red Sox.
Senior Will Locke has a similar philosophy.
“I believe that teams have the right to charge as much as
they want, but if your team is a poor ball club you should be
charging less for tickets. If you have tickets for games like Yankees
vs. Red Sox you have two of the best teams in the league playing
against each other and thus teams can make a large profit off of
a great game. If it was San Diego vs Miami it would be less
interesting and ridiculous to charge higher prices,” Will said.
While decreases in prices are what would be most beneficial
to fans, many fans say that they would be more inclined to go if
there were more promotions.
“They should make ticket prices lower and also make
different deals like the first 10,000 fans get a bat or something like
that to give fans more of a reason to attend the game,” said
senior Raymond Burynski.
Teams such as the Yankees have to consider how these prices
can affect their fanbase. If prices continue to rise at the rate they
are, fans will stop showing up to the ballpark, and watch the
games at home. Or fans might lose interest in the sport
altogether.
“There are the typical fans that can afford to buy the tickets,
but there are other fans that may be even more passionate that
will never be able to afford to buy tickets to a game,” says
sophomore Garrett Pratt.
This is the fear of many with Major League Baseball.
Unfortunately, some of their fears are becoming a reality. During
the 2018 season, MLB attendance dropped 4%. Along with this,
nearly $94 million in ticket sales was lost for MLB and its teams
(Via bloomberg.com). If this isn’t a reason to drop ticket prices, I
don’t know what is. MLB must lower their prices to attract more
fans. Once they are consistently drawing crowds that are near
capacity, then they can justify increasing their prices in order to
keep up with the demand.
Continued on Next Page
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Continued From Previous Page

For example, the Chicago Cubs have an average ticket price
of $150.63 (Via forbes.com). However, they consistently fill
Wrigley Field, making the high prices justifiable. Wrigley Field
has a capacity of 41,649, and on average they draw a crowd of
38,793, according to Baseball Almanac. In other words, Wrigley
Field is usually 93% full for their home games. This high
attendance makes it difficult for fans to get tickets, producing a
high demand. Therefore, it makes sense for the Cubs to charge
more.
While on the other side of Chicago, the White Sox
understand that due to their decreased attendance, they must
decrease prices in order to give fans more of an incentive to come
out to the ballpark. They only fill about half of their stadium
each game, and their price reflects that. In my opinion, this has to
be adopted by more teams. Teams should not increase their ticket
prices until they have a great demand for them.
This outrageous price increase is even more apparent on the
secondary ticket market. These sites include StubHub and
Seatgeek. On these sites fans and teams can resell their tickets for
more than face value, in order to make a profit. These sites make
it even more difficult for buyers to get a deal on tickets because
almost everyone selling tickets on these sites is looking to make a
huge profit.
While I understand the logic in people wanting to make
some extra money, I don’t believe that it is fair to consumers. If
tickets to a game are sold out through a team, and the only way
to get tickets is through a secondary site, then consumers are
being forced to pay outrageous prices if they want to attend the
game. These secondary sites should regulate their prices to make
it affordable to all fans. If this was implemented, it could be used
as a tool for fans, to find the best deals, rather than being victims
of the ticket purchasing system.
Major League Baseball must consider lowering their ticket
prices in order to attract a larger fanbase. Going to the ballpark
can change a person’s entire outlook on the game of baseball. As
the prices go down, attendance will go up.

(Via forbes.com)
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OPINION
Which Console Do You Think Is Better?
By: Addison Turner
Which Console Is Better? PlayStation 4 or Xbox One?
In my opinion, the Playstation 4 is hands down the better console. It has better graphics, and is more trustworthy as it is a product of
Sony.
Let’s start with one huge advantage of the PlayStation 4. According to Time Magazine, the Ps4 is $100 cheaper than the Xbox one.
Another plus to Ps4 is the rechargeable battery controllers. Ps4 controllers don't need to be replaced with double A batteries, but with Xbox
one controllers you need to replace batteries. This can be an inconvenience if
you’re in the middle of a game that is unpausable. At least I’d be really upset
about that. Also you can save money using the Ps4 as you will constantly be
spending money on replacing batteries using the Xbox One.
Ps4 also has the newest and most popular games. On September

Xbox One Sold 39.1M Units
and ...wccftech.com

4th, Ps4 was, and will be, the only system to release Marvel’s Spider Man.
Good? Yes, but I still don’t think Microsoft is better than Sony, Sony sells
more than Microsoft as there are more games made by Sony than Microsoft.
In my opinion,games usually sell more on ps4 then Xbox one.
The ps4 graphics are better. Most people use Playstation 4 because
they can do better and more things you couldn't do. For example, more
people use this console because of youtube. People go live on youtube more
than 10 times a day and that's where the picture quality comes from because
if there wasn't any really good quality people really wouldn't be interested in
running into the channel. Now for Xbox there’s a little part of the Xbox
called the Kinect. Now I'm not saying people that play this console have to use it,
but it doesn't help Microsoft in anyway in my opinion. Xbox is more likely a console
that plays games but when a new game is released it takes Microsoft about another
year to even compete or have the same game that Sony released.

Play Between PS4, Xbox One ...gamingintel.com
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Letter to the Editor
Lending Horses a Helping Hoof
Support the Doris Day Animal League in their support of animals everywhere!
Jacob Nordstrom and Jacob Cahalan, contributors
Everyone loves animals and wants them to be healthy and safe. The Doris Day Animal League or the DDAL has been a great advocate
to support the animals. The group has been helping wildlife since the 1950’s and continues to be one of its most important supporters.
They have actually helped pass many legislations to protect animals and have also helped stop legislation that would negatively affect
animals.
In recent years the DDAL has set their eyes to stop inhumane practices put on horses, such as “Horse Soring” which is when metal
contraptions are put on the horses’ hooves, causing them to lift their legs up higher than normal because they are in pain. It has no real use
besides the prioritization of fashion over the wellbeing of the horse. They have been trying for years now to end the horrific practice, but
need a little more help from local communities and organizations around the U.S. to keep the fight going. To have the fight against soring
continue, all someone would need to do is call or email their local representative and tell them about the opinions and ideals of the people.
If there are enough votes and support ,then the inhumane practice will be stopped for good and the horses of America will have happier
and less painful lives.
If you or someone you know want to help support the Doris Day Animal League, there are a few ways you can help out this month,
such as the bottle and can drive. Throw your empty bottles into the various bins throughout the school, and they will be collected at the end
of each week. Also you could call our local representative to vote for its abolition. Although the DDAL do not have their own facility in our
area, they do endorse a group who does: the Humane Society. The Humane Society does have a facility near us and is being supported and
acknowledged through our school activities along with the Doris Day Animal League. More information will be available on posters
throughout school as well as announcements in the morning and the slide show on the monitor in the main lobby.
This article is brought to you by Mr. Bisaccia’s 2nd period class

https://pixabay.com/en/photos/sad%20dog/

X-ray of a horse’s hoof after it has gone
through the horse soring process. https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Xray-USDA.gif.
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Question of the Week
Should Teenagers be drinking Coffee?
Samantha Shaffer
Staff Writer
How does caffeine actually work?
Caffeine is a stimulant found in coffee beans, tea, soft drinks, and chocolate. It enters your bloodstream very quickly and can make you
more alert in about fifteen minutes, which can last up to four hours. Too much Caffeine can lead to insomnia, nervousness, increased heart rate,
headaches, anxiety, ringing in the ears, etc. Coffee is especially dangerous for teens because it can cause an addiction.
Why is black Coffee good?
Black Coffee contains vitamin B2, B3, B5, Manganese, potassium and magnesium. Black coffee is much healthier than coffee with cream and sugar.
It helps to reduce the risks of diabetes.
Freshmen Zack Owens said, “I heard black coffee is good for you, but if you add all the sugars and sweeteners then that would definitely make sense.”
A report from Consumer Affairs lets us know the nutrition facts of one of our favorite fall drinks. A pumpkin spice latte contains 200-510 calories,
0-21 grams of fat and 39-66 carbs. You can burn it off by doing 21-45 minutes of burpees, 1.6-4.5 miles of jogging or 40-102 flights of stairs.

Photo taken from foodnetwork.com
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Question of the Week
Should teens drink Coffee?
In at interview for CBS news Dr. John Higgins, a sports
cardiologist, recommended children should avoid caffeine
entirely. “Parents should monitor how much soda, coffee or
energy beverages their teenagers drink and help them
understand the risks associated with taking in large amounts
of caffeine,” Higgins stated.
Photo taken from doctorsthatdo.com

“I would say coffee for teens is fine, so long as you follow these general
rules. Black coffee is best. Second best would be with a little cream and
a little sugar. The main issue is coffee that is marketed to teens is
anything but that. Think of the McCafe, Dunkin, or Starbucks "coffee"
drinks that are anything but. Many of them come in at over 500
calories, mainly coming from sugar. These are basically soda in
disguise. As for too much, that's pretty personal. If you find yourself
restless and unable to sleep at night, that could be a sign of too much
coffee in your diet. Lack of sleep can come from a variety of things, but
coffee could be one of them. Another general rule of thumb would be to
avoid coffee past the afternoon/evening hours. The stimulant action of
caffeine can keep you awake at night,” said health teacher, Mr. Brych.
Photo taken from en.wikipedia.org

Sophomores Maria Weimer and Riley Fukes acknowledge
the fact that coffee has harmful impacts but many people
ignore them. “ I mean yeah it hurts you but nobody really
cares. The insomnia is kind of a given because it has
caffeine. Everyone drinks it knowing it gives you energy
which is caffeine which is potentially insomnia but truly
nobody is going to stop because literally half the world
drinks coffee depends on it and it’s REALLY not that bad
for you,” said Maria and Riley.
Photo taken from mostphrases.blogspot.com
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Staff Profiles

Addison
Turner

Claudia
Biernat

Tommy Mumau

Samantha Shaffer

Addison Turner is
currently a senior at New
Hartford Senior High School.
Addison is taking Journalism
this semester because he has
always been interested in the
field of journalism, and felt that
this was a great opportunity for him to learn more about it.
In Addison’s free time he both plays and watches basketball.
After his senior year, Addison plans on attending college locally at
MVCC, and then transferring to Utica College. He is undecided,
regarding his major.
Addison’s favorite foods are chicken riggies and lasagna. In the
future, Addison would like to visit California, and experience what
the state has to offer.
This semester Addison will write a column that updates
students on all the news around the National Basketball League
(NBA).

Claudia Biernat is a 17
year old senior who decided
to take journalism because
she needed an elective and
also did not want all study
halls.
In her free time
Claudia does Cross
Country, Indoor Track, Outdoor Track and Mock Trial.
Claudia recommends the show Friends and also The Office to
those interested in light hearted shows. It’s a way for her to
start conversations with others because the shows are so
popular.
Claudia loves food and her favorite restaurant is called
Pastabilities which is located in Syracuse, New York. Her
favorite dish is Fettuccine Alfredo. While Claudia loves trying
new foods, she really does not like mushrooms.
She plans on going away for college and then law school,
to become a corporate lawyer.

Any student may contribute to Spartan Expressions

Spartan Expressions is the New Hartford High School Articles and creative writing for consideration of publication must meet the following guidelines:

student newspaper. The NHHS journalism classes, as well as CONTENT:
members of the Spartan Expressions club, produce the paper. • No slanderous or libelous material will be tolerated.
Materials found to be published in the paper are the efforts of • All reference to sex will be vague, scientific and will not use slang or be otherwise offensive.
students who contribute and are not intended to represent the • There will be no excess of violence or morbidity.
opinion of any school official or member of the New
• No promotion of the use of drugs, alcohol, or recreational sex.
Hartford Central School Board of Education. Reviews or
• No interference with the educational process.
references to businesses, services, products or media do not
• Content shall be factual and unbiased and shall not be derogatory toward any person or group.
represent an endorsement by the Board of Education. The SUBMISSION:
copyright laws of the United States of America protect all
• All articles and creative writing must be typed and edited.
materials published in Spartan Expressions.
• Please email submissions to jclive@nhart.org at least a week before publication.
• See Mrs. Clive in Room 251 if you have questions or need assistance.
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SPORTS
Tenacity and Talent: The
Girls’ Tennis Team
Girls’ Tennis goes 6-1 in their regular season
Claudia Biernat
Staff writer
Just ahead of the thick steel doors lies the holy-grail of
competition, grit, and upsets: a winning record.
The girls’ tennis team has dominated in their regular season,
winning all but one game. Their sectional matches were equally
excellent. The team’s outstanding record enabled them to earn a
bye the first round of sectionals. In early October, the girls beat
Whitesboro 4-3 and Jamesville Dewitt 6-1. The Spartans lost their
last game to Oneida, wrapping up a superb season.
The key to the girls’ success is a direct result of their vigorous
practices. The team begins by running a few laps around the track,
followed by dynamic stretching. Then, the Spartans complete warm
up drills, consisting of volleys and groundstrokes during which the
girls practice their form.
After the warm up, the girls compete in team scrimmages.
These matches are intense, and exploit the competitive nature of
each player.
“The scrimmages could cause rifts because you have to play
against your own teammates. However, they are necessary. In order
to determine your spot on the ladder, you have to play challenge
matches,” explained veteran player, Megan Lorenz.
Despite these challenging matches, the team members are
extremely close. The program spans from grades seven through
twelve, creating a large age gap. As a part of team bonding, each
“older player” (grades 11-12) is a “big,” and each “younger
player” (grades 7-10) is randomly assigned to a “big” and becomes
their “little.”
On senior night, the seniors’ “little” reads a speech they wrote
about them. These highlight their seasonal performance and
illustrate what the girl brought to team-- such as their
determination, positivity, and motivation.
Rachel DeRocco, a sophomore, was Rawan Aly’s “little” for
years. After three years on the team, it was Rawan’s turn to be
featured in the tennis team’s Senior Night. Rachel addressed the
audience and made Rawan the center of attention in her moving
speech.

“It was so nice and wonderful,” commented Rawan. “I am
really going to miss the team.”
Despite the tension of the challenging matches, the team has
really blended. Their team chemistry was showcased in their
impressive record and was exemplified in their emotional senior
night.
“We all get along so well and everybody is so funny and sweet.
We support each other all [of] the time,” added Juliet Marhamati,
who has been on the team for the past three years.
Overall, each member of the tennis team brings something
unique to the court. The girls’ uplifting spirit is infectious and their
laughs are contagious. Throughout the season, the team provided
something far more important than a tremendous record: a second
family for every player.

The tennis team dressing up for “Wimbledon Day” where they wear
all white, much like the crowd during the U.S. Open. Photo submitted
by Megan Lorenz

From left to right: Juliet Marhamati,, Maya Padula, Megan Lorenz,
and Rawan Ally during their senior night. Photo submitted by Megan
Lorenz
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Local Gymnasts Compete
for a Cure
Ellie Berkhoudt
Often, the members of teams tend to feel as if they’re
family. This sense of camaraderie is displayed especially in
the sport of gymnastics as a gymnast on television collapses
into the arms of their coach or team member. Most
gymnasts began taking classes at the gym before they could
count (no wonder they had no idea how many hours they
would spend there in the future) and grow with their team
members and coaches.
This camaraderie was displayed when local high school
gymnastics teams held their annual breast cancer meet at
the end of September. This year’s meet was hosted by
Whitesboro on September 29. Each year, the fundraiser
builds a sense of community in our area as many young
athletes perform for a cure.
With no winner, local gymnasts are given a chance to
compete for fun while raising money for breast cancer
research. To raise money, a raffle and 50/50 are open to
community members, family, and friends alike. The event
takes place each year at Valley Gymnastics in Utica.
The gym’s owner, Danielle Cerminaro, is the head
coach of the New Hartford gymnastics team. Thanks to her
coaching and the girls’ hard work, the team hasn’t lost in
three years, an outstanding achievement. Speaking of
outstanding, at this year’s Section 3 meet, New Hartford
gymnasts Miranda Smith (grade 9), Madelyn Massoud
(grade 9), and Kennedy Massoud (grade 11) took first, third,
and fourth for all around.
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Sports
Jets Improve to 3-3, Giants
and Bills Continue to
Struggle
NBA Season Begins
Tommy Mumau
Staff Writer

Sam Darnold during the Jets week 6 victory (Via USA Today Sports)
As the leaves are now falling in autumn, New York sports
teams are looking for things to fall into place. Since the Yankees’
defeat to Boston in the ALDS, attention has turned over to the
gridiron and hardwood. The Jets and Orange are beginning to
show glimpses of hope, while the Bills and Giants are digging
themselves a hole.
The Jets improved their record to 3 - 3, with a Week 6
victory over the Indianapolis Colts. Rookie quarterback Sam
Darnold was finally able to get into a rhythm, helping the Jets
offense put up 42 points against the Colts defense, which includes
former Syracuse linebacker Zaire Franklin. Franklin is also in his
rookie season, impressing many with 17 tackles, according to
nfl.com,so far this season. This is especially significant because of
the limited playing time he has received from head coach Frank
Reich. However, Darnold was clearly the story of the day,
recording 280 passing yards, while completing 80% of his passes.
This victory over the Colts puts the Jets one game behind the New
England Patriots and Miami Dolphins, who are currently in a tie
for first in the AFC East.
As for the Bills, they suffered a very difficult 20-13 loss
against the Houston Texans in Week 6. As if the loss were not

tough enough for Buffalo, matters got worse when quarterback
Josh Allen injured his elbow during the third quarter, and did not
return. The injury gave an opportunity to backup QB Nathan
Peterman, who helped the Bills tie the game at 13-13 with a
touchdown. He was on his way to winning the game for them as
well, as he was driving down field, when he threw an interception
that was also a pick-6. This touchdown and and extra-point made
it 20-13 Houston, which was the final score. The Bills are now in
last place in the AFC East with a 2-4 record.
The Giants have fared even worse this season, and their
struggles continued with a 34-13 loss to the defending Super Bowl
Champion Philadelphia Eagles in Week 6. Veteran quarterback
Eli Manning has struggled greatly so far this season, lacking the
“magic” he had earlier in his career. Many are calling for Eli to be
replaced, but head coach Pat Shurmur still has faith in his QB.
"We believe in Eli," said Shurmur.
While Shurmur still has faith, it appears that some Giants
players may not. It is evident that frustration is mounting within
the team. Giants’ star Odell Beckham Jr. has even gone as far to
say that he likes the weather in Los Angeles, hinting that he would
like to be traded. He has also been outspoken about quarterback
Eli Manning.
Senior Bobby Nole believes that Beckham’s comments may
have gone too far.
“What Odell said about Eli Manning was completely true.
However, he shouldn’t have said that during a live interview.
Though what he said is true, it still shouldn’t be said publicly. You
need to be there for your brother and Odell wasn’t there for Eli,”
said Nole.
The Giants will attempt to make their fans and players
happier in the remaining 11 weeks of the season.
Syracuse football has played in only one game since the last
issue of “New York Roundup.” In week 8 of the college football
season, Syracuse defeated UNC 40 - 37 in double overtime.
Redshirt freshman quarterback Tommy Devito came into the
game in the 4th quarter for the Orange, providing a much needed
spark. He passed for three touchdowns, leading the team to
victory. They are now looking towards playing NC State on
Saturday at the Carrier Dome. The Orange are now only two
wins away from being eligible for a bowl game, and will look to
improve their chances with a win this weekend.
As for basketball, the NBA is began their season on
Wednesday October 17. With the beginning of a new season,
Continued On Next Page
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Kenny Atkinson speaks with point gaurd Spencer Dinwiddle
(Via Nothin’ But Nets)
there is tremendous optimism for all teams, especially with the
New York Knicks and Brooklyn Nets.
The Nets will be led by second-year coach Kenny Atkinson.
They will look to improve from their 28-54 record that they
accumulated last season. Brooklyn didn’t make many offseason
acquisitions, but will be looking for production from their young
talent. These young stars include guard Caris Levert and forward
Rondae Hollis-Jefferson. The Nets will began their season on
Wednesday October 17 against the Detroit Pistons in Detroit,
with a 103 - 100 loss.
General manager Sean Marks has high hopes for this
Brooklyn team.
“I don’t see any reason why we can’t make a push for the
playoffs. Isn’t that the objective here? We’re not sitting here trying
to win 20 games. So let’s put our best foot forward and push each
other and see where it goes. Anything can happen,” said Marks as
reported in Nets Daily.
On the other side of New York, the Knicks are also looking
to end a losing-record drought this season. The Knicks haven’t
had a winning record since their 2012-2013 season, when they
finished in second place in the Eastern Conference. They will be
led this season by head coach David Fizdale, who began his first
season with the team on Wednesday October 17, when the
Knicks took on the Atlanta Hawks at Madison Square Garden,
and won by a final score of 126 - 107. The Knicks also didn’t
make many offseason moves, but will be headlined this year by
Kristaps Porzingis and Enes Kanter.

Continued From Previous Page
The football and basketball seasons are clearly heating up,
while the postseason is winding down for Major League Baseball.
Both New York teams have been eliminated, as the Yankees were
defeated by Boston in the ALDS, while the Mets missed the
playoffs altogether. Both franchises will be dealing with some
difficult tasks this offseason.
For the Yankees, the team will most likely look to sign a free
agent to fill the void that will be left by the absence of shortstop
Didi Gregorius. Gregorius suffered an elbow injury on a throw
during Game 2 of the ALDS, and will miss the majority of next
season recovering from Tommy John surgery. In addition to this,
the Yankees will have to replace or resign many of their key
players who will become free agents this offseason. These players
include Brett Gardner, J.A. Happ, Andrew McCutchen, Zach
Britton, Lance Lynn, and CC Sabathia. Many believe that the
Yankees will have to acquire multiple starting pitchers in order to
be successful next season.
Yankees’ Principal Owner, Managing General Partner and
Co-Chairman Hal Steinbrenner relayed a similar thought during
an interview on the Michael Kay Show.
"The other thing is our starting pitchers, except for
[Masahiro] Tanaka, they were not good... All of a sudden, your
hitters are down three, four, five, six runs in inning three or four
and it really puts the pressure on them and changes the dynamics
somewhat of the whole process,” Steinbrenner said as reported by
SNY.
As for the Mets, their main task will be to find a new
General Manager (GM). Current GM Sandy Alderson will be
taking a step back, due to health issues. The Mets hope to end this
search relatively quickly, so they can shift their focus back to
baseball related matters, and try to bring a contender back to
Mets fans.
Editor’s note: statistics were current at time of publication deadline.

Hal Steinbrenner speaks to the media (Via Chat Sports)
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Sports
The Face Behind The Helmet
Gage Kilborne
Staff Writer
Many people think that Saquon Barkley is probably one of the
best players Penn State had on their football team, but they don’t
know who it really is. Trace McSorley, the senior quarterback for
Penn State has had a remarkable career for the Nittany Lions.

James Franklin, Penn State head coach, raising the Big Ten Championship
trophy via heraldbulletin.com

McSorley in the Fiesta Bowl against Washington via nj.com
In his freshman year, he was called to play in the Taxslayer
Bowl against Georgia after Senior quarterback Christian
Hackenberg got injured in his last college football game. When he
entered, the team was down 24-7 in the first half, the final score
was 24-17 Georgia as they won the Taxslayer Bowl by the skin of
their teeth. Penn State finished the year with a 7-6 record.
The Taxslayer Bowl foreshadowed what Trace Mcsorley’s
career was going to be like. The following year, Penn State started
off with a 4-2 record heading into a primetime game against the
2nd ranked Ohio State Buckeyes in a primetime rivalry game at
home. Penn State came from behind to pull off the upset with a
24-21 win to put them in the top 25 rankings. The next week, the
24th ranked Penn State Nittany Lions played in Purdue and came
up with a 62-24 win and that was good enough to move them up to
the 12th ranked team in the country. They cruised through the
regular season with a 10-2 record clinching a spot in the Big Ten
Conference Championship Game against Wisconsin. Wisconsin
was the 6th ranked team in the country and Penn State was the 7th
ranked team in the country. McSorley defied all odds in
overcoming a 28-7 deficit to win the Big Ten title and to make a
statement to the college football playoff rankings. They did not
however, make it to the playoff as the top four ranked teams in the

country are qualified and Penn State finished as the fifth ranked
team in the country.
Even though Penn State’s rivals, Ohio State, made it into the
playoff, they were still able to play USC in the 2016 Rose Bowl
game. The game went into a shootout as USC’s quarterback Sam
Darnold, future New York Jet, came through to beat the Nittany
Lions 52-49 on a game winning field goal. The highlights for
McSorley that season was he finished in contention for the
Heisman Trophy, the college football MVP of that season. He
proved to the nation that year that Penn State football bounced
back from their 2012scandal.
In his junior year, Penn State was a preseason rank at a six as
they were ranked one of the best teams in the Big Ten for the
defending Big Ten Champions. Their first game of the regular
season was against the Akron Zips out of the MAC Conference.
They single handedly beat them with the final score 52-0. Through
the first seven games of the season, they had a 7-0 record and were
the second ranked team in the country behind Alabama. Saquon
Barkley, the running back for Penn State, was one of the heavy
favorites to win the Heisman this year heading to week eight
against an angry Ohio State team after Penn State came through
with a win last year. The task was going to be more difficult since
they were playing in Columbus and not in State College. It was
kind of funny because Ohio State was mad that Penn State won
the conference and Penn State was mad at Ohio State for “stealing
their spot” in the playoff in the previous season. The game came

continued on next page
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continued from previous page

was snapped. They ended up handing the ball of to the running back
for only one yard and turning the ball over on downs to end the
down to late heroics by the senior Ohio State quarterback J.T.
game. Two weeks later, coming off a bye week they were facing
Barret with a game winning touchdown to win 39-38 over the
Michigan State and Penn State was the eighth ranked team in the
undefeated Penn State Nittany Lions. The following week, Penn State
country and they gave up a game winning touchdown with 19
lost to Michigan State despite McSorley’s season high 381 passing
seconds remaining in the game as they lost 21-17 and they now stand
yard and three TD’s. Penn State finished the year 10-2 again but this
at 4-2 record and dropped to the 18th ranked team in the country. A
time Ohio State won the Big Ten title and Penn State had to play in
the Fiesta Bowl. Penn State was against the Washington Huskies who week later, it was a happy day in Penn State as they beat Indiana and
Ohio State lost to Purdue 49-24 and they dropped nine spots in the
were also 10-2 on their campaign and Penn State’s school record in
rankings to 11 and Penn State moved up one spot to 17.
the Fiesta Bowl prior to the game was 6-0, the only undefeated team
in a bowl game. They were able to win the game 35-28 as Trace
McSorley won the Offensive MVP of the game.

McSorley in a home game vs. Kent State via 12up.com

The Fiesta Bowl between Penn State and Washington via MyAJC.com
In his senior year, Saquon Barkley left for the NFL to play for the
New York Giants, and his receivers were very young. He wanted to
end his college career differently from his high school senior year. In
high school, he led his varsity football team to three straight state
titles and they were moved up one division in his senior year.
McSorley’s team lost in the state championship game as that was the
last game that he played in his high school career. He wanted his
team to have a remarkable season even though they were still a young
team. They started off this season with a 4-0 record and they were
the tenth ranked team in the country facing off against the fourth
ranked Ohio State Buckeyes in a rematch for the Big Ten Conference
and to keep their playoff hopes alive. Penn State lost the game by one
point 27-26 and they suffered their first loss of the season and
McSorley was not a happy camper. He always tries his best to win the
game and the biggest mistake for the Nittany Lions in the game was
when they were in a 4th and 6 situation at the Ohio State 45 yard
line with just over a minute left in the game. This play took a while to
wait because the teams spent a total of three timeouts before the ball

His high school career was really remarkable as in his freshman
year he got the starting job as quarterback for the Briar Woods
Falcons and he led them to a state championship. His sophomore
year was no different as he led them to another state title. His junior
year came through with the same result as his previous two years:
another state title. In his senior year, his high school moved up a
division and his team lost in the Virginia State Championship Game.
His career record was 55-5 in high school. in his freshman year the
team finished 13-2, his sophomore year finished with a 14-1 record,
his junior year finished with a 15-0 record, and in his senior year, they
finished with a 13-2 record.
I predict that after what just happened to Penn State, mainly
losing to Michigan State, their playoff hopes are now dead. They
need a miracle to come into the playoff. The rest of the season is
pretty difficult as they are facing a tough Michigan team and another
tough Wisconsin team for the first time since the 2016 Big Ten
Championship game. I feel bad for Trace McSorley because they
could have gone to the playoff in 2016, but they just missed the
playoff by one spot and that spot was taken by Ohio State. The team
fell down the drain after their previous seasons and I don’t think they
will be a double-digit winning team this year, but they might stay in
the top 25 rankings.
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Here Comes Honey Boo Boo...AGAIN!
Carolyn Stafford
Many may remember Honey Boo Boo and her crazy, wild family, from their TLC hit show “Here Comes Honey Boo Boo”.
Six years ago, Alana Thompson (also known as Honey Boo Boo) would chug her “Go-Go” (Mountain Dew and Redbull) juice prior
to performing on stage.
Six years later, she is on a much larger stage, with a live audience! Thompson embarked on her journey into the world of
competitive dancing October 8th. On this season of Dancing With The Stars Junior you can spot Alana dancing with her partner
Tristan Ianiero.
Of course, Mama June and Alana's three older sister were right backstage to support her on this new journey. Kayla Keegan
said after speaking with Alana that she, “Faced a lot of challenges during the show.” One of the harder things for her was “learning
how to count to the music, while twirling, and shuffling a lot”. As the first live show approached, the hours of dancing increased, as
well as the difficulty of the moves, making this child star “nervous every time before walking on stage”. Although she was not
necessarily sure what she had gotten herself into, she shined the first night, leaving the audience in awe.
She has also gained new friendships between her partner, and also, the competitive dancer MacKenzie Ziegler. Most
importantly this star made it to the next round! Everybody look out, because Here Comes Honey Boo Boo... Again!

ajc.com

Pagesix.com

nydailynews.com
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FEATURE
Kayla Gray
Samantha Shaffer
Staff Writer
Despite being one of the most friendly faces you will see in
New Hartford Senior High School, there is much more that meets
the eye. Kayla is involved in three sports, two clubs, and teaches
herself how to play instruments, all while maintaining fantastic
grades and friendships.
Mr. Anderson, Kayla’s AP US History teacher last year,
current AP Macroeconomics teacher and indoor track coach, had
only wonderful things to say about Kayla.
“Though her name may be ‘Gray,’ Kayla is far from it - she is
a burst of vibrant color, enthusiasm and wisdom. Though she
may seem shy and introverted, once you get to know her she is
very funny, genuine and the true sense of the word ‘diligent.’
Kayla started indoor track as a sophomore and, despite running
about 357,890 miles a meet, has never once made anything close
to a complaint about anything. In regards to getting to know her,
there are some students in which you can tell immediately upon
meeting them what kind of person they are. Kayla is one of those
students in that it is obvious upon meeting her that she’s honest,
trustworthy and, to use a word of my own invention,
‘yerbublificent’ (meaning great),” said Mr. Anderson.
One unknown fact about Kayla is her love for instruments.
She taught herself through YouTube how to play bass, electric
guitar, drums and acoustic guitar. She claims that acoustic guitar
was the hardest to learn because your fingers have to callus over. It
got to the point where her fingers would start bleeding but she
kept continuing her learning.
For a lot of us a Friday night is not very productive, but Kayla
always stays busy. On Friday night’s she is either at a pasta party
for cross country, at a indoor track meet or at a family dinner.
Kayla truly looks up to her family, teachers, and coaches. The
only advice she would give to sophomores and juniors would be to
never give up. Kayla said she learned that from track in tenth
grade; she kept constantly getting the same time on one of her
races and then one day she got a huge personal record. This
experience taught her that the sky's the limit.
Kayla has many people in her life that support her, including
one very good friend and fellow senior, Claudia Biernat.

“The way Kayla and I became friends is actually a funny
story. In ninth grade, at the first cross country practice, she said
‘hi’ to me at the bottom of the hill. I still remember the fatigued
expression on her face. We were both dying from the hill workout.
After the first day we realized that our gym lockers were right next
to each other. We have talked every day before practice for the
past four years. In three words I would describe Kayla as
determined, kind and selfless. Our craziest memory was the
summer going into tenth grade. We had a team hiking trip to
Black Bear mountain in Old Forge, and Kayla and I are deathly
afraid of heights. While Kayla was able to fight through her fear, I
was paralyzed. Kayla finally coaxed me to keep going. At one
point, we reached the part of the mountain where we had to
climb up a fifteen foot vertical wall. It had rained the night before,
and my foot slipped. I proceeded to fall, all the way down. When I
reached the bottom, Kayla looked at my legs. They were a mess.
Blood everywhere. Another teammate had to grab me and
literally pull me up the mountain side. When Kayla and I got to
the top, we laughed and she helped me apply bandages to what
seemed like five million cuts,” Claudia stated.
Another very good friend of Kayla’s is senior Holly
Sagrestano. Holly has absolutely adored Kayla from the moment
they became friends in second grade.
“Kayla Gray is a wonderful friend. She is always there for you
even if she is really stressed and busy. Kayla makes me laugh with
her funny stories and crazy wit. Kayla is kind and has wonderful
words of encouragement. I admire her work ethic and motivation
to succeed. It’s a very contagious quality that she has. She never
lets herself fall behind on any work and she’s determined to do
well. Being her friend is one of the best things that could have
happened to me and I couldn’t be more grateful for that,” said
Holly.
Kayla’s dream is to just be happy. She does not have a desire
for fame because she does not need recognition for the things that
she does. If she pursues computer science she thinks that it would
be cool to help design a program that helps people.
So far, Kayla is liking her senior year the most because she
was able to pick classes that she actually likes. After graduating,
Kayla plans on going to college for either broadcast journalism or
computer science. She also might decide to run in college.
“Graduating is kind of bittersweet because I love everyone
here, but I’m excited for college and to see where life takes me,”
said Kayla.
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Pictured above is Kayla Gray with her friends before Prom.

Pictured above is Kayla playing her guitar.

Pictured above is Kayla Gray during cross country senior night with
her friends.

Pictured above is Kayla and Claudia Biernat during
a Cross country trip to Bald Mountain.
All photos submitted by Kayla Gray.
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Feature
There And Back Again
Gage Kilborne
Staff Writer
Have you ever wanted to travel abroad? Have you ever
wondered what it is like to visit a different country? In 2014, 18
boys from New Hartford found themselves on top of the world as
they were on the tallest mountain in Germany, the Zugspitze.

Camping under the Alps troop14bsa.com

The 2014 Tour Logo from troop14bsa.com
The boys came from Boy Scout Troop 14, a troop that has
been around for almost 80 years. They became well known in the
area for their big trips. In the past they have traveled to Yosemite
National Park, Sea Base in Key West, Florida, and Yellowstone to
name a few. But this trip was different;they were not just
representing their scout troop, they were representing their country.
It took a lot of time to fundraise, and to learn the language and the
culture. Another difficult aspect was how much the trip cost the
families of the boys who were planning to go on the trip. The trip
itself cost around $2k for each boy and $4k for each adult but they
did so much fundraising that they were able to pay a more
reasonable price. The boys were well taken care of while they were
over there as there were 11 adults on the trip, 10 male, one female.
They had to find a place to stay which was located in
Garmisch, Germany. The place was called Kean’s Lodge and they
were the last Americans to stay there while it was under U.S.
control. The boys enjoyed themselves there as they had over 3 acres
of land to themselves for the week. Some boys wanted to go camp
in the tents that they brought, and were able to camp in a spot
where in the morning the first thing they would see is the
Zugspitze, the tallest mountain in Germany. The best way to

describe it was if you put two Mt. Marcys on top of each other and
put a bit more on, and that is the Zugspitze.
The first day in Europe, they went on a country tour as they
passed through into Austria and into Italy. There was a marking
point between Austria and Italy called Brenner Pass and this can
give you the opportunity to be in two countries at once. The troop
took many pictures of each other in both Italy and Austria. While
they were in Austria, they decided to walk around Salzburg, the
hometown of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. To get to the city, they
had to walk on a bridge that had locks on the side. The locks and
keys were a symbol in Europe that represents someone’s love. The
women would receive the lock and the men would receive the key.
If a couple found a match, they would put the lock on the side of
the bridge and throw the key into the water.
Senior Eagle Scout Grant Klinkner said, “My favorite place
that I visited on that trip was definitely Zurich, Switzerland.”
Klinkner believes that it was a beautiful country. His favorite part
of Switzerland was the canal that they saw on Lake Zurich.
Klinkner has been a member of Troop 14 for almost six years now
and he has been on a couple of big trips with the troop including
the 2016 trip to Alaska.

Picture of the Switzerland Canal in Zurich via troop14bsa.com

continued on next page
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Boy Scout Trip, continued from previous page
While in Italy, the troop decided to go grocery shopping for
dinner that night. They visited South Tyrol, Italy which was apart
of Austria up until World War I. Finding food in different
countries was very hard especially when there are 18 boys and 11
adults you have to feed. It became very difficult to set a budget for
when they would go grocery shopping.
The next day they visited Munich, Germany; it was such a big
city that they came back later in the trip to see everything. While
in Munich, they decided to grab some lunch at the oldest and
world-famous Hofbräuhaus. This restaurant has been around
since the 16th century and Adolf Hitler when he was planning the
Nazi party. Hofbräu is a German beer company that is sold
worldwide and the restaurant has many franchises around the
world.
Later on, the troop went back to Munich because it was a big
city and they went to the BMW museum and the Das Deutsches
Museum, the largest museum for technology and science in the
world. While they were in the museums, they found a lot of
interesting cars and aircrafts that were used during World War II
to attack American troops. Overall, Munich was probably the city
that they mainly traveled through.
The troop also had a little bit of fun as they had a ping pong
championship in Kean’s Lodge. In Germany, they have a law that
states you can not have the same bus driver for more than five
consecutive days so the troop decided to invite him inside their
“home” for the last night he was their driver. A scout leader from

the troop was very well known for playing ping pong and he
brought a travel ping pong game with him. The boys were playing
it and the leader noticed that the driver was pretty good so he
challenged him in a best-of-three series in ping pong. This became
the main event of the night as the boys placed bets on who they
believed the winner is. They played the full three games and the
scout leader was determined victorious by winning two of the
three games. This series became known as the Skirmish in
Garmisch.

View of some of the brave scouts who climbed the peak via
troop14bsa.com
The best memory that most scouts had on this trip was when
they hiked the Zugspitze, the tallest mountain in Germany. The
day of the Zugspitze was the day they had the best weather on this
trip. Klinkner said that he enjoyed climbing to the tallest peak of
the Zugspitze with his dad and it will be something he will
remember forever. Before they went to the tallest peak, they were
at the glacier of the Zugspitze and they were able to go sledding in
the summer.
The boys came back on September 2nd, 2014 at 2 am and
were upset because the trip was done and school was starting in a
couple of days. The boys left the country with many fun memories
that they will cherish forever. The troop is still active in the
community. In 2020, they are planning on taking a cross-country
trip to Utah.

One of the cars that was shown at the BMW Museum via
troop14bsa.com
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MOVIE REVIEW
Silence is
Golden: Stay
Silent, Stay
Alive!
A Quiet Place Movie
Review
Claudia Biernat
College: that simple, two syllable word strikes fear into the
hearts of every high school student. Now imagine sitting at a college
interview, sweating bullets. The college representative lobs a softball
question. Instead of knocking it out of the park, you freeze.
Awkward silence fills the room.
What a nightmare! However, these brief seconds of silence are
no match for John Krasinski's A Quiet Place. This movie takes place
in an unspecified rural area. It depicts a family’s struggle to stay
alive after an alien apocalypse. These aliens are blind, but have
outstanding hearing; even the tinest sounds- such as knocking over
a plastic cup- could trigger the monsters rage. The aliens run in the
direction of the noise until they can detect and kill their prey.
In my opinion, what led to the tremendous success of this
movie is its appeal to all viewers. It is suspenseful-- even the most
impulsive of viewers maintain focus. Additionally, the movie was
scary, making it suited for adrenaline junkies that love the thrill of a
horror film. With that said, A Quiet Place is not so intense that a
viewer would have to sleep with a light on.

The monsters’ incredibly sensitive hearing can be

Moreover, the cinematography was stunning. The camera
would frequently pan out, following each individual character. It
felt like I had been grabbed and placed into the movie. The
impressive camera angles, combined with the ninety minute time
limit, keeps the audience on the edge of their seat. There is nothing
worse than a movie that drags. Fortunately, for A Quiet Place, lagging
is most definitely not a problem.
What is also amazing is how silent the move is. There are only
two minutes of dialogue throughout the entire movie. The silence
keeps watchers entranced.
“The atmosphere was intense; I felt anxious the entire time I
was watching it! And it was THE most quiet I have ever
heard...really, I haven't had a movie experience similar to this one
in all my life!” exclaimed Mrs. Brown, an AP 11 and 12 English
teacher.
I totally agree with Mrs. Brown. I watched the movie with my
dog in the living room. I could feel her muscles tense as the movie
progressed, and she did not make a sound the entire time.
What struck me most about this film is the overall moral
message the actors communicate. With the pressures of school,
work, and friends, it is difficult to recognize what is truly important:
family. Reagan Abbot, the daughter of Lee Abbot, is a part of the
family trying to survive after the apocalypse. She lacks self
confidence and blames herself for her family’s misfortune.
However, throughout the movie her bond with her family grows as
their circumstances become more dire.
The next time you find yourself at home, consumed with
boredom after spending hours on homework assignments, rent A
Quiet Place. After watching the film, you will feel rejuvenated and
relieved that you can make a sound.

Lee and Reagan Abbot’s complicated relationship adds
another layer of depth into the movie. Their reconciliation
is both moving and heart-warming.

triggered by the slightest sounds. These noises
infuriate them

photos from
google images
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REVIEWS
More Than a Makeover
The Fab Five is here to save the day
Abigail Cahill
Everyone loves a good makeover show, be it a home makeover
or lifestyle makeover— people from walks of life can’t resist a good
rags to riches story. It’s for this reason that Queer Eye has become
so popular in these past few months.
Queer eye is the revolutionary rebooted Netflix series that was
launched on February 8th of this year. Queer Eye consists of a group
of five gay men, dubbed “The Fab Five,” who each take one aspect
of the makeover. Unlike the original Queer Eye which took place in
NYC, the show takes place in the heart of the South, Atlanta,
Georgia. The modern Queer Eye has taken many aspects from the
old show but also added new elements to make it their own. In the
original called Queer Eye for the Straight Guy, they focused on making
over the lives of straight men. While the new shows does this as
well, they also include people from different walks of life including
other gay men and women too. The show combines all aspects of
traditional makeovers, fashion, food, culture, lifestyle, hygiene, and
design.
Fashion: How you present yourself is the first thing people
judge and notice about you. Tan France, the British-born
fashionista helps his clientele gain the knowledge they need to
recycle their old wardrobe and create a new one. He helps them
understand their own fashion better, which in turn helps them
know a little bit more about themselves.
Food: Nothing will dull a person's’ spirits more than having
the same bland meal all the time, mostly because it’s all they know
how to make. Antoni Porowski helps his clientele to diversify their
palette by teaching them new recipes and trying food they’ve never
considered before. Porowski also doubles as a wine expert, teaching
the adults on the episode how to pair the beverage with each new
recipe they make.
Culture and Lifestyle: One of the most important things
about people is understanding who they are, where they come
from, the world around them, and how they connect themselves to
all that. Karamo Brown, who worked as a social worker for nearly
a decade, helps his clientele to reconnect with the world around
them. He helps them to understand and identify their feelings and
how to properly express them. This helps people to build stronger
and healthier relationships with the people around.

The Fab Five from left to right: Jonathan Van Ness, Karamo Brown,
Antoni Porowski, Tan France, and Bobby Berk
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/jack-guinness-on-how-queer-eyeis-saving-the-world-l0cllc7cp
Personal Hygiene and Grooming: Self-care is an essential
part of having both a healthy mind and body. When you take care
of your body, you’re also taking care of your mind because when
you feel good you gain a more positive mindset. Jonathan Van Ness
helps his clientele to create a self-care routine which includes skincare, hair-care, and many other things including nail care. Van
Ness studied cosmetology at the Aveda Institute in Minneapolis.
Van Ness helps people to take care of themselves and in return,
they grow their confidence in themselves.
Home Design: Your home is where you spend the majority
of your time, so it’s important that your environment reflects who
you are. A messy home leads to a messy life. The Fab Five member
who tackles home design never really felt like a part of his home
when he was a kid. His family was devoutly religious and because
of that he ran away at 15 years old to escape their callous
treatment. After he grew up, he decided to get into interior design
to help people feel connected to their surrounding like he never
did. Berk helps his clientele regain their love for their home by
bringing their own unique tastes to its design, which in turn allows
them to feel comfortable at home and comfortable having people
over.
The new show focuses on breaking down the barriers and
stigmas that exist within their communities and others as well.
They work with people who they might not have associated with in
their everyday lives, and vice versa. The group has worked with
deeply religious people and Trump supporters, which is especially
important given the severe tensions surrounding the left and the
right. The Fab Five and their clientele focus on understanding each
other, not dividing, and in return, they develop deep connections
and friendships with people they never expected.
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ADVICE
Commanding Chaos:
Confronting
the Wrath of Testing
Kayla Gray
Staff Writer
Unfortunately, it’s that time of year again: the
honeymoon phase of classes has ended, leaving students
desperately scrambling to prepare themselves for the vast
array of quizzes and tests New Hartford High School has
https://www.brainscape.com/blog/2012/06/rules-make-your-own-flashcards/
to offer.
If you are like me, the onset of test season tends to make my mind spiral with stress, as good grades are significant in the college
application process. Luckily, there are useful studying strategies that can help students conquer the wrath of standardized testing.
The place you study at is just as noteworthy as how you study for a test. It is of utmost importance that you find a quiet place to
study, like your room or the library. If you absolutely can not find a place without distractions -or your younger sibling refuses to stay
quiet - I recommend using noise cancelling headphones to maintain focus.
There are also apps that can help you focus while studying. “Calm” is an app that plays soothing sounds that allow students to
maximize their focus when preparing for an exam.
Additionally, students should eliminate distractions that are in their realm of control, like phones, music, and television. By
disconnecting, studying becomes easier and concrete memorization can take place.
Now that you found a quiet place (not to be confused with the movie) to study, you are probably wondering: “How do I study for my
upcoming test?”
There are infinitely many ways to study for a test; it all depends on how you learn best, depending on whether you are an auditory,
visual, or reading/writing learner.
Out of all the people I interviewed, they collectively agreed that creating flashcards is an incredibly effective way to study for
exams.
Ms. Noti, a chemistry teacher, explains why flashcards are effective and how to study using this technique:
“Studying takes time and repetition. If you make flash cards, you read the material, write the material and say it out loud. You need
to go through the stack with another person so that way you hear it too. Make two piles: one that has what you knew and one you didn't.
Keep going through the pile of the information you did not know until everything is in the pile you do know and then go through one
more time!”
Online resources, like Quizlet and Kahoot, can also be utilized as study aids.
“Sometimes, I make flashcards on Quizlet because you can play games online to help remember the words,” says sophomore
Samantha Shaffer.
Personally, I like to create study guides outlining the information I need to know. After going through my notes and highlighting,
I teach the information to my parents, friends, or my cat to commit the information to memory. I also recommend asking teachers for
practice questions to help prepare for tests.
Unfortunately, teachers often do not coordinate with one another when they plan to give tests. This means that it is highly likely that
you will have more than one test on one day. Remember: do not panic! Once again, there are a variety of ways to manage study time
for multiple tests.
continued on next page
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https://gineersnow.com/students/golden-rules-conductingengineering-study-group

“I think students need to block out time slots - almost like making an
appointment for each subject area, and they shouldn't wait until the last
minute. My advice is to do a little each night and practice! Just like
anything else you need to practice to be good at it. Also, try it! Don't
give up before you've even given yourself a chance,” Ms. Noti advises.
Study groups are also a great way to prepare for tests without
having the burden of studying all on yourself. Studying with focused
friends is perfect for classes like AP Euro and AP U. S. History that
require the memorization of an abundance of IDs for exams.
Bianca Durso, a junior, recommends studying the night before to
Study groups are a fun and effective to study for exams.
successfully recall facts on test day.
“I think it’s better to study the night before because when test day comes I know what I know and if I try to learn anything else I’m
just going to mess it up. However, I won’t stay up super late to study because sleep is the most important thing for a test so I don’t make
stupid mistakes,” says Bianca.
After studying, it is of utmost importance that you are well-rested the next day. On the morning of the test, be sure to eat breakfast.

Do not cram before taking the exam, as it will only harm test scores.
When asked whether cramming actually work, Ms. Noti passionately responded, “No. I'll say that again. No! It only makes you
more nervous and you won't remember much. It might help for the moment, but you won't be successful, especially if you will need that
information for later in the semester. It doesn't really stick so you'll struggle more later on because you never really learned it in the first
place.”
Hopefully, you feel more confidence in your test-taking abilities after reading this article. Do not stress over exams; everything will
work out in the end. Lastly, always remember: teachers are here to help.
Best of luck with future tests and quizzes!

Three Great Study Apps!

Kahoot allows students to create and play quizzes pertaining
to a variety of different subjects. Students can compete with
one another to see who gets the most answers correct.

Students can play games, take quizzes, and create
flashcards on Quizlet. Students can also view
flashcards created by other users.

Calm is an app that has a wide variety of soothing sounds and
playlists for students to listen to while working, meditating, or
sleeping.

Kahoot photo from https://www.nationalgeographic.org/bee/study/play-kahoot/
Quizlet photo from https://quizlet.com/help/2444092/study-with-flashcards/
Calm photo from https://www.calm.com/
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Most Satisfying!
Slime Or Soap Cutting?
Which is more satisfying?
Carolyn Stafford

For slime you will need...
1 ounce of glue
1/4 cup of borax solution
1/4 cup of water
By choice you may add
Glitter
Food Coloring
Shaving Cream

livinglocurto.com

Mix the glue and the water together in a large bowl. Then, add the borax solution and
knead the slime until you have reached your desired texture/consistency. Remove the
slime, dump the excess water (if there is any). Proceed to add anything you want! To
store safely and without mold put the slime into a bag and place the bag in the
refrigerator. Enjoy!

How to cut soap...
1 Bar of soap
1 box cutter
Blow torch
mamamia.com.aau

With heat protective gloves hold the blade to the blowtorch until warm enough to score
the bar of soap in a small square pattern. Then let the blade and soap cool until all is
solid again. After the soap and blade is cool, cut the cubes of soap off with the box
cutter. Enjoy!
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NEWS
Pet of the Month
Caroline Bonville
Meet Parker Borrill. He’s an extraordinary dog with a great family who cares alot about him. Parker is part of the breed shih tzu and
zuchons. Even with his small body, he has a huge personality. His backstory is amazing, and today he is able to bring his family lots of joy
and love.
Olivia Borrill, a senior at New Hartford High School, always wanted a dog. Her old dog who passed away from cancer, meant a lot to
the Borrill family and it took a toll on everyone, especially herself and her parents.
About a year later, Mr Bill Borrill decided it was time to get another dog and he wasn’t going to quit until he succeeded. He decided
he wanted the new dog to be a surprise, so he held the big secret in until he couldn’t hold it in anymore and he told his wife. Together the
two of them searched and searched for dogs that needed to be adopted until they found the perfect fit the solution to all their looking.
Mrs Borrill’s high school friend had a litter of zuchons, a breed that no one in the Borrill family had ever heard of before. Excited that
they found the perfect dog, Mrs Borrill informed Olivia and her sister Lauren that they bought a new pet. The only problem was, Mr
Borrill had no clue of this exciting news.
Mrs Borrill, Olivia, and her sister Lauren were headed to New Hampshire, where Mrs Borrill’s high school friend was keeping Parker
until they were able to get there. Mr.Borrill originally thought his wife and two daughters were going to see a dance competition but little
did he know they were coming home with the newest addition to the family, Parker.
When Mr.Borrill found out about the new dog he was shocked that they kept the secret from him. Everyone fell in love with him from
the second he entered the home and still to this day he brings his family tons of unconditional love.

“Olivia takes a selfie with her bestfriend”
Submitted by Olivia Borrill
“Parker Enjoying a fall day”
Submitted by Olivia Borrill
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BEAUTY
The Fakeup: BB
Creams & Tinted
Moisturizers
Ellie Berkhoudt
I remember getting my very
first makeup product, besides mascara, my best
friend and I visited the Bobbi Brown counter at a
department store and her mom bought us each a
tinted moisturizer. I was so excited and sat
admiring its glossy black tube. Since then, I have
experimented with a multitude of “perfecting
veils,” some of which outperform others.
I must admit I have a bias towards higher
end products’ ability to last longer, nourish the
skin better, and provide more pigment than their
drugstore alternatives. However, one drugstore
BB Cream proved me wrong. Maybelline’s
Dream BB cream, available in a formulation for
dry to normal skin, as well as a formulation for
oily skin, cancels out redness and conceals minor
blemishes, leaving its wearer with a lasting
natural finish.
“BB” stands for Beauty Balm. BB creams
tend to provide more coverage than tinted
moisturizers, but both offer a very natural and
smooth finish. Both products should also benefit
the skin through ingredients such as Vitamin E.
My first tinted moisturizer, Bobbi Brown’s
Nude Finish Tinted Moisturizer, not only
immerses its bearer in a luxurious-smelling veil,
but also leaves them with a naturally perfect
appearance. Its light coverage makes it suitable
for makeup enthusiasts of any age.
Tarte has always been a favorite brand of
mine, and their Amazonian Clay Tinted
Moisturizer only reinforced my love for the
brand. Made of natural ingredients including:
vitamins A and E, chamomile, and of course,
clay from the Amazon; this skin tint is a must
have.

Speaking of naturally derived products,
BareMinerals’ Complexion Rescue Tinted
Hydrating Gel Cream, is a hybrid of a BB cream
and a tinted moisturizer, and mineral based,
making it beneficial for the skin. It has also won
an Allure best of beauty title. I prefer this gel for
the summer, as it leaves you with that radiant
summer glow and sheer coverage.
The final verdict? If you are going to
purchase a BB cream or tinted moisturizer,
choose one beneficial to the skin that also offers
your desired amount of coverage.
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